ABOUT THE BAND
Falcon Awesome was formed in the summer of 2015 a writing and
recording project intended to soothe the soul of musicians who had
grown tired of the commercial music scene. The goal was simple: the
song comes first.
To us, songwriting is not a vehicle to show off musical prowess –
there’ll be no silly modern vocal runs, no extended rock-star
wannabe guitar histrionics, no in-your-face drums theatrics, no autotuned and digitally tweaked performances—rather, the song IS the
point, the story, and the goal. This is real as it gets.

GENRE RECIPE
2 parts
1 part
1 part
1 part
1 big heap
1 dash

Hook-laden, danceable radio rock
Melody & Structure from the early 70’s
Heart & Integrity from Classic Country
Groove & Feel from Blues and Funk
Lyrical Storytelling
Edge & Attack from modern Progressive Rock

Mix ingredients together in an old-school rehearsal studio where
analog gear brings instruments to life and personality is infused.
Simmer until the smile shines through. Baked in a modern digital
studio using only old-school editing techniques to capture an
authentic live-performance vibe. Enjoy!

CONTACT AND LINKS
Website:
Facebook:
Twitter:

http://falconawesomemusic.com/
https://www.facebook.com/FalconAwesomeMusic
https://twitter.com/falconawesomefl

ARTIST INFORMATION

JASON TOMASCIK is a singer-songwriter-guitarist who has
fallen into the role of primary vocalist for this band because of
his captivating voice and personality. He breathes an old soul
into a modern sound, and just bubbling under the surface of
his dynamic voice is a touch of Gospel and Soul that give him a
commanding ability to tell a story.
MICHAEL ERRION is the main guitarist for the band, and
blends a unique set of styles that results in a performance that
is both dominant yet subtle in its delivery. Blending traditional
blues with a funk influence and love for classic rock riffs, the
result is something rare in the modern era: a guitarist who
brings a unique and immediately identifiable sound to the
table.
VANCE WEST is a powerhouse drummer who is the engine
behind the band. Growing up under the influence of
progressive rockers, he developed an aggressive style and
attack is tempered by a love of dynamics, space, and intricate
cymbal work in musical arrangements. The result is a masterclass demonstration of restrained power where the listener
knows he could break loose at any moment.
LONNIE WEST is a guitarist who returned to his roots on bass
guitar because of his love of rhythm and groove. As a
songwriter his influences jumped from the classic country and
folk music of the 60’s and early 70’s straight into 80’s feelgood anthem rock. The result is a style that drives straight to
the heart of a song and defines the vibe that keeps toes
tapping and the dance floor hopping.

